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s to change jobs, and' specifically, what

" play such dectst s? These questions are the subject of this

paper. A "grant" has been defined in the recent literature of grants economicseconvorrtics

as "a transfer involves- no recorape economic 000ds" (Horvath, 1976).

Thus, a faculty nembor would be rivaling- a 1,tant to his employer if he accepted a

job at a salary less than the value of his marginal product, that is, loss than

his market value. Likewise=, a faculty' member would be receiving a grant from his

employer if he accepted a job at !more than his marKet value. The assumption

that if a mobile faculty member is willing to accept a wage below his full

market value, he is anticipating what grants economics calls ' "nonecorlorrlic or

psychic turns" as compensation_ (I must stress, however, that I and many other

economists psychic returns as eoortomic gcods -) Therefore, one question is,

To what extent do faculty northers trade salary for honMonetary r w eds when they

change jobs? Additionally, are t=here imperfections in the market for faculty

members that must be compensated for by grant elements in order tc achieve

desirable economic goals, such as ployment? For example, winert changing jobs,

a faculty member might be forced to accept a salary lower than what he is worth

because his alue as a teacher is not known to his new employer.

'two critical assumptions are implicit in a casual application of this approach.

First, nc rust assume that a fac Lty momb

Ind

value can be determined and,

dent of local Labor market conditions., Whotfler the former is

4An earlier version of this papr, co- authored with I< vin Hopkins, was p esented
at the AMerican economics Association lieeting, December 28, 1977. New York,
new York. Nargo-Lea Hurwicz also assisted in preparing this paper.



possible empirical question. But if one cannot find at least a reasonable

surrogate for a faculty member's market value, then

ant elements Would he possible. It is tempting to as

reflects

change indicates a giant element, Some problems with thi

below.

The second part of the first assumption is not so readily aooectable.

alue and th efore that a salary

coarse no rneI

ilange aCC0-

ment of

prior salary

nYing a job

Lion noted

Clearly, in any sensible d niti of market value, the value of a faculty

member's services depends on the market in which he is- cconipeting. Because a

pr fessor moves from the University of South maketa to Harvard University and

aC a lower salary at the latter does not neeessarly mean he is making a

grant to Harvard. Even if the demand for faculty members in a particular field

were the same at the two universities, it should be cleat that the prestige of

Harvard and its location in the highly favorable academic environment of Boston

would cause the supply of potential faculty members to be far greater at Harvard.

Such supply -- demand patterns would predict a lower salary at Harvard.

Thus salary changes which accompany job changes often reflect changing market

conditions. If a shortage of faculty members existed, t e willing t move might

be offered higher salaries than what they received at their current institution.

Even if the current insti wer

it 'on, those who

had been

a filing to match the off ade by the competing

would receive a higher salary than what they actually

ceiving. This higher salary would reflect scarcity rather than a

real productivity change. And likewise, when there is an oversu pply of faculty

ters, as at present, the lower sal s offered by new jobs reflect the surplus,

not a difference in productivity. As long as this oversupply conti=weFs, more and

more persons will ecel t new jobs at lower salaries. Since colleges cannot usually



reduce the salarie==s of their faculty me cy are ikely to encourage

nobility so that the new employer oan pay a lower salary that reflects current

nar]et conditions.

Grants economists believe that exchange ics considers only the

content of transactions and ignores the nonnon La y or psychic r_ aids of making

a transaction. For instance, if one lonates money to a charity, the feeling that

he is helping others--a psychic reward -- should be enough to compensate him. If

a faculty member moves to a uni., ity _hat promises higher prestige, more

comfortable facilities, and

to induce the faculty

say that the decrease in salary

member makes-

This statement leads to

economLes to interpret faculty mobility: That all faculty jobs are econom _ally

the sane. A faculty member who accepts a

students, such amenities should be sufficient

tuber' to accept a salary. Grants ec- no nists would

the dollar equivalent of the grant the faculty

sumpti on implicit in the use of grants

Lary less than "the salary which should

be paid for a faculty member" is thus making a g

opposition

This concept is in direct

_ Lane "goods - characteristics" approach, which posits that a

is nothing more than a "bundle of characteristics' (bancaster, 1966). The

economic value of the good, according to Lancaster, inheres not its generic

classification, in this case the faculty position, but in its characteristics ---

teaching load, climate, quality of students, visibility for other jobs, and so

on- These then deter = mine salary with which the faculty member must be remunerated

in order for him to accept the position. In other words, a faculty member who

changes jobs establishes his asking salary by evaluating these aract _istics.

i_ evaluation along with similar- a sossnients by others ihq in the me

the demand pattern of the univers les that offer these charaote

deter-n(1 the actual salary for the job,

4
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Thus, there would seem to be no grant element, as the term i3 traditionally

understood, in faculty mobility. The questions we should be addressing, then,

are the following: What characteristics of a faculty position are most likely

to influence the supply of faculty members, and, by extension, their acceptance

salaries, and what are the magnitudes of these effects? To what extent do alaxy

changes that accompany job shifts indicate tradeoffs between the salaries and the

psychic benefits of the two jobs, and to what extent d© they indicate reassessenients

the value of the marginal product of the faculty member, different market

conditi o ns, and market imperfections?

It is naive to assume that a higher salary accompanying a job change always

meant that the nonsalary attributes of the new job are less desirable than those

of the present position= One part of any salary increase serves to cover the real

costs of moving. A salary increase may well constitute a recognition of the

ed economic value the employee has acquired through experience, publication,

and so on.

Many faculty members may be considered immobile, in that they are willing to

remain on a job even though they could get a somewhat higher salary elsewhere.

These rigidities ake it likely that the true economic worth of a faculty member

whose productivity and economic value are increasing will be expressed in a

salary change accompanying a job change rather than in a salary change at the

same institution. His present employer is able to extract an "economic rent

the immobile faculty member by paying him less than he could get elsewhere.

Hence, if a faculty member salary changes when he moves but there are no

observable compensating changes In psychic -eturns, it is likely that the salary

change reflects changes in his living costs or changes in his productivity.

, to accept that a salary decline represents a trade for greater

psychic benefits than that- an increase is related to reduced benefits, since a
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faculty member's productivity, in terms of research skills and publication,

is unlikely to decline when he changes jobs. However, if productivity is

defined to include good teaching skills on the previous job, ib is possible

that the rewards from these would not be obtained immediately on the new

job because the teaching reputation may have to be established anew. That

a lower salary might reflect lower perceived total productivity. If

teaching skills go unrewarded because of a lack of information about prior

teaching, this market imperfection might imply that a grant element exists.

Another reason why teaching might not be rewarded equally at all insti-

tutions is that teaching is valued differently at different types of

colleges and universities- If one's economic worth varies with the employer,

then differ salaries paid to the same faculty member at two different

institutions might be a response to his full economic value in each case. But

to simplify the analysis below, I am assuming that a faculty member is

equally valuable to all academic employers. That is, differences in the valu-

ation of teaching and research across institutions are ignored.

Higher salaries y most often represent rewards for greater productiv

in the case of young faculty members still at the stage of their careers where

they are developing their skills. Accepting a lower salary is most likely

to mean the giving of a grant in fields where productivity declines are less

(the "soft" social sciences rather than the physical sciences and engineering,

with biological and "hard" social sciences somewhere in between).

The Study

To identify the causes of immobility and those psychic benefits that

were i o tant in faculty moves, 1977 i surveyed several thousand faculty

members in the social, biological, and physical sciences and engineering



who had changed jobs since 1970. They responded to questions concerning their

current and previous job characteristics and other aspects of their lives.

st,

factors that respondents indicated would influence another job change are con

sidered. Then, job characteristics actually traded for a higher or lower salary

are examined, and differences by field are

The following inat n of the results has two mai

Factors in Mobilit Decisions

Maybe the most striking result shown in Table 1 is the response to the

Insert Table 1 here

tement "I wouldmove anywhere if the salary were attractive enough." That

fewer than 10 percent are in strong agreement uith this statement implies that

other factors dominate the decision to move. If the more iMPO tent factors

viewed by grants economists as psychic rather than economic, faculty

mobility may encompass large grants, in their te] logy. It is also note-

worthy that economits are twice as likely as faculty members in most other

fields to be motivated by salary considerations. Other social scientists

and biolo7sts are the least motivated by salary. And women are clearly less

motivated by salary than are men.

The wording of the statement above ight lend itself to several interpre-

tations. It ght be that some faculty members feel that the highest possible

academic salary would be about. $40,000, and in disagreeing with the statement

they are saying $40,000 would not be enough to motivate them to move to an

undesirable place. Others' agreement with the state e imelv that if

they were ppid $200,000 they would teach, for example, at City College of

New entrants from graduate peograns and those leaving
elsewhere or to retire are excluded from the analysis_

work



Table

Percentage of Respondsnte Strongly Agreeing with Mobility Statements

Civil Electrical Mechanic ,01

All Fields Chem- Maths'. Engin- Engin- Ungin.

Male Female Diology intry Physics motion acting eering caring Economlc0 Selene') pology chology Sociology

Political Anthro- Psy-

anywhere if the

7 attractive enough 0.7 2.4 7,1 7,4 8,6 0.4 0.7 9.2 6,8 16.0 7.5 6.6 4.0 7.6

anywhere for an

satisfying job 26.5 24.0 27.5 74,9 31,5 31.9 20.2 30.3 17.2 19.5 20.9 32,5 19.9 27.2

3 job anywhere an

!ro are opportuni-

ivel ,4.4 4.6 3.6 0.8 5.7 3.6 2.4 1.6 2,1 1.1 5.9 0.6 4.5 4.5

',liking for a job now,

!it nationwide 41.7 29.9 41.9 50.5 51.0 44.0 33.4 32.2 33.4 40.7 40.2 42.4 31.5 45.9

limited number of

which I would live 40.4 41.3 42.2 32.8 20.9 30.5 47.1 59,0 45.6 42,9 34.4 39.6 47.4 34.0

id be a major fac-

lecioion to move 20.4 16.1 20.0 14.3 11.4 15.2 25,3 20.7 23.2 16.9 21.5 16,7 23.5 23.5

a job anywhere

period but I have

:cferencos for

fe9idence 19.3 17.4 17.5 13,6 19.7 18.1 10.9 20.7 17.4 22.2 21.0 24.6 13.2 17.4

location is with-

!.s of the community

!%., up

ore mobile when my

e out of school

19 limited because

are alive

an severely limits

9f geographic

0.9 12.0 11.2 4.2 5.7 11.0 6.2 9.2 11.6 9.5 10.7 10.0 10.2 0.2

5.6 11.7 15,0 10.1 10.0 10.2 16.3 17.9 16.0 16.4 14.1 11..5 10.4 25.2

1.9 4.5 2.0 1.7 1.1 0.4 1.0 0.0 2,1 2.2 4.7 3.3 2.9 2.6

9.2 6.4 13.6 8.4 17.9 7.9 2.3 7.3 14,0 5,4 9.4 7.1 5.6 7.0

r limited because

job 4.4 35.5 11.5 1.8 5.4 7.9 1.1 11.6 4,5 7.3 10,4 9.5 13.2 10.1

limited because

s ctlueationnl plans 1.4 2,9 1.7 0,0 1.1 2.5 0.0 3.6 1,0 1.1 1,4 3.0 1.3 2.0

10 limited because

9 proferencee about

6.7 4.0 4.4 5.5 5.5 5.0 18.6 5,7 11.0 7.2 0.1 0.1
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New York. In any case, except for economics, fewer than one in ten mobile

faculty members would move again for an attractive salary alone.

Table 2 subdivides responses to the same questions in Table 1 according to

Insert Table 2 he

whether salary is above or below $17,000 (the median salary for these respon-

den Overall, those with lower salaries are slightly more likely to move for

money. However, in four fields, those with higher salaries are more willing to

move for money. It could be that in certain fields, some are interested in money

and want more, whereas others ate content with relatively low-paying jobs. In

other fields, those with less pay are more likely to want more - -a diminishing

marginal-utility-of-income patterns.

Although fewer than 10 percent would move anywhere if the salary were

attractive enough, approximately 25 percent of the respondents said they would

move anywhere for an extremely satisfying job (where satisfaction is not defined).

Economists are among the least likely to agree with this statement--they seem to

prefer money to other, nonmonetary, returns. In most fields, those ith lower

salaries are relatively more willing to move for an extremely satisfying job than

for money (Table 2).

Geographic preferences clearly are a factor in mobility. Only 40 percent

of the men and 30 percent the women strongly agree that they would look nation-

wide if they were seeking a job now, Forty percent would live only in a limited

number of cities. One in five feels climate is important. And 10 percent want

to live within 500 miles of where they grew up. So, it seems clear that faculty

would make monetary concessions in order to satisfy geographic preferences.

From Table 2 can infer the relationship b en geographical eferences

and income. It seems that those with higher salaries are more to rrcfe,r

10
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Table 2

ntt in Twv Salary Catwanriao St coolly Pup piny with Mobility 9tatoments

Salary

b41.1

Blob-

N 2521

Civil
Engin-
eer-
inn

(u.uo)

c-

trlCal
rogin-
ear-
inq
#nv541

Will

ter-

leg

(wall)

Chem-
Iltry

(o4lia)

Mathis-

flea
0.1

Phy-
tioa
(M.17

Anthro
Pu.
logy
'2

Uon
uto.11

meal

Pay-
rho- Seek,- All
loly logy FleldB

I would t.rke a job enywhet
41 long at there were op-
portunities to travel A 4 6 h 4 2 6 9 6

_IL71111.0*4,10)(1]1]___

6

were Looking for a
job now, I would look
nationwide A

4

42

2

39

0 2

25

0

55

0

45

3

51

10

46

1

31

3

33

4 2

41 42

6 41 32 211 36 47 46 50 32 43 32 49 40

There. Are a lit num-
her of cities hich
mould live A 41 29 h 48 28 27 30 33 27 23 40 23 33

he a major
fsesss in my decitiOn
to move

8

A

43

16

50

14

56

h

46

18

38

14

33

13

29

14

43

15

47

20

40

13

50

19

40

22

43

16

24 27 20 25 15 17 9 21 17 25 25 75 21

I would take a job any-
where for a short period
but I have specific pre-
ferences for permanent
residence 18 14 26 12 18 12 27 12 21 11 19 17

17 20 20 14 16 21 27 31 25 19 14 16 19

I Would move anywhere if
the salary Were attrdC-
elve enough A 7 21 5 7 11 12 7 27 4 4 11 9

wau11 move Anywhere for
and aztrrmely SatineY-
ing job

13

A

7

28

6

36

9

1i

8

22

9

33

4

37

6

35

7 12

37

11

3D

5

22

3

3p

7

31

27 17 24 16 37 26 29 30 14 27 19 24 21

I will ho more mobiles when
My children are out of
Achool 25 b 18 6 4 6 10 15 13 13 21 10

ityis limited
b.-.7Cdt*e my parents are

20 14 21 17 15 17 16 11 21 3Q 17

Alive 4 0 1 0 4 5 6 4 5 2

2 27 2 4 Q 2 4 2 4 3

My ideal job location is
*within 500 miles of the
community where I grew
up A 14 7 9 7 14 10 7 12 14 10

a 6 11 13 2 5 6 10 11 1Q 9 6

I oceup,tion severely
limits my choice of
geographic location A 8 0 19 1Q 7 16 8 2 12 5 8 io

y mobility is limited
because Of NpOUSIT'S job A 15

3

8

9 1] 7 11 19 5 6 7

13

6

19

6

8

9

9

8 Q 13 2 2 7 8 9 11 12

My mobil- y in limited
hflCA1-... OF Np._ma's

plena 3 2 3 4 d 2 Q 3 2

0 0 7 7 2 2 2 1

My limited
of voule's

about loTAle A 9 2 4 3 1 3 6 10 8 5

6 21 6 7 7 8 3 14 9 7 9 9

Wy 44 II ory > 517,000

thi IC) obtervatt,,n'.
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a limited number IDE cities and give slightly higher weight to climate. It

is probably easier to trade off salary for these things if the salary is already

to high.

Table I also provides some evidence about the extent of the faculty

respondents' immobility clue to family obligations. It is clear that women,

because of obligations to parents, spouse's job, spouse's educational plans,

and spouse's preferences, are more immobile than men. This implies that a

market imperfection exists which could lead to lower salaries for (or larger

grants from) women faculty members as they resist job change for family

reasons. Interestingly, more men than women attribute immobility to their

children's being in school; in our sample women have only half as many children

as men.

It is apparent from Table 1 that for both men and women across fields,

geographic preferences are more important factors in mobility decisions than

are restrictions due to family responsibilities. From a grants economics

perspective, faculty members would be mere likely to take lower than fell-

value salaries for reasons of geographic preference than for reasons of i ,o-

bil ty due to family obligations. When faculty members move to jobs with

lower salaries, the decisions seem to be based on anticipated positive nonmone-

tary gains rather than on problems of immobility.

Whether or not those employed at institutions of different quality differ

in their willingness to trade off institutional quality for income or psychic

**
returns from their jobs was also considered. For the total sample, the

quality of the employing institution does not appear to be a significant

Employing universities were grouped in three quality categories on the
basis of the average SAT scores of their entering freshmen (Astin and Henson,

1977) .

**

a u thor.

Tables for this analysis are not included but can be provided by the

12



variable in the willingness of faculty Members to move anywhere if the salary

were high enough. Those in middle -level institutions are most likely to move

for high salary (in five of 12 fields). Institutional quality also does not

seem to be a strong factor in willingness to move f extremely satisfying

job= However, faculty members in departments of electrical engineering,

chemistry, and anthropology in the best institutions are more likely to be so

will in titian are their colleagues in less selective (lower quality) institutions.

Those in the best institutions' departments usually are also more willing

than others to look nationwide for jobs but are no more likely to restr=ict

their job choices to a limited number of cities. Those in the best institutions

give less weight to climate than do those from lower-rated employers. Hence it

appears that those faculty meMbers who end up in the best colleges and universities

are _ost likely to be geographically rnob il --or least likely to let geographic

preferences influence job selection The better the respondent's institution,

the more likely it is that the respondent has moved more than 500 miles from

where he or she grew up. It also appears thr3- those in the best deps.rtinents

are no more limited by family constraints than al others.

Moreover those in the best insti

influenced than others by high salaries

do not appear to be snore

by prospects of satisfying jobs. It

is probably true, however, that those faculty members have already achieved

high salaries and satisfaction.. One way they have done this is by being less

concerned with climate and related geographic preferences. A tradeoff between

a nice place to live and a high-quality department seems apparent.

Stepwise multiple regressions to summari e and clarify some

the results presented so far. In particular, factors a 'ated with a

Regression tables are not included but can be provided by the author.

1 3
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ness to move anywhere if the salary were attractive enough or the job

ly satisfying were sought. Each of these dependent variables could take

e from 4 (strongly agree) to 1 (strongly disagree). The independent

variables include age, sex, current salary, overall job satisfaction, selecti

of current employer, years employe

re tly doing r

nt job, whether or not one was

arch, and a set of dichotomous variables indicating field

Ph.D. This set of factnr Ancrinntpd fn amount nf 5r at ran

the responses to the mobility questions - -under 4 percent in each case. And

ly few factors even entered the regressions: A 3.5 F-value was required

for entry.

the salary-mobi essien e variables elite en

ificantly less likely than men to indicate a willingness to move any-

where if the salary were a Live Hugh Ana the higher the current sal ry

or current satisfaction was, the less likely a faculty member was to move

for a high salary. The selectivity of the current employer was not a significant

factor`; neither were the respondent "s field, current involvement in research,

age, or years on the job- Merely being at a high-quality institution did not

make individuals with equal salary or job satisfaction more or leSs likely to

be moved by salary. A tradeoff betwee prestige of eMployer and money (which

might have been info=

evident. The simple correlation between selectivity of employing

institution and current salary is only .11. However, this correlation does

indicate a slight tendency for those at better institulons to be paid

Xut again, this finding does not indicate a for ge" tradeoff.

ific t negati- _ici- - on activity)

The same three factors were significant in eplainin lingness to move

In extremely satisfying job: Women, the higher paid, and the more satisfied

4



less willing- to move. Additionally, older faculty members less

willing to rnove. Field differen=ces were significant here: P= holoTists,

mechanical eagi and c omis among the least willing to move for

an extremely satisfying job, whereas chemists were potentially the most mobile

for this reason. fact that the selectivity of the employing institution

did not enter the regres indicated again that high-quality institutions

do not have any al Imo er faculty members.

It is interest=ing to note that the highest F-ratio for variables riot

entering the salary-mobility regressions was for the field of economics,

and the be to coefTdcierit an that variable showed that economists were most

likely to move fox high lanes. Yet economists were among the least likely

to move for an extremeLy satisfying job. Satisfaction probably was defined by

omists as independent= of salary, since their willingness to Move for the

ier is so much lower than for the latter. Psychologists are least Mobil

either salary or satisfaction, perhaps because many have consulting or clinical

J:e8 elfdc hca their cu_cruut lcc ations.

Job Satisfaction. of facult Members

It is immediately evident from TL

Insert Table 3 here

stitttions were usually the most satisfied. In some fields them cvas greater

the highest lity

satisfa-t at the lowest - quality institutions than at the -cillality ones.

In civil engineering, ecomornics, political science, and sociology, faculty

uently

and mechanical engineering,

members in the 10-4wt -quality colleges an_ universi

very tea with their jabs o_ all.

15
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chemistry, mathematics, physics, anthropology, and psychology, those It the

best institutions were most frequently very satisfied. For all departments,

was not much var

professors of anthropology.

The survey asked about satisfaction with twenty -one job character

overall. job satisfaction. The most satisfied

For 15 these, faculty members it

most likely to indicate that they wer fiery

etive institutions were

isfied- As might be expected,

more of those in the least selective schools were very satisfied with the

degree of pressure to publish, since less research is de -nded by their depa

meats. The least variation aero tutions of different quality was found

for isEa ti n with internal politics, policy- malting power, congeniality of

colleagues, opportunity for different (better) jobs at one's own institution,

and salary and fringe ben

It seems clear that those it the most selective institutions not

trading other desirable job traits for institutional prestige. those

in less selective schools feel.tnore satisfied than others with many aspects of

their jobs. And indeed contentment with salary does not vary with instituti

selectivity. It does not appear that those in high-cuality colleges were

more likely to forgo salary for other aspects of their jobs. Thus, in grants

economics terminology, grants were not being made by those at high-quality

institutions in exchange for noripecuniary lob benefits. Faculty members at

highly selective institutions were about as satisfied with their salaries as

were other fa eulty members, but were more satisfied with most other aspects

jobs.
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hones in Income and Job Satisfaction

inCe all faculty members in the sample had changed jobs fairly recently,

it waS possible to hanges in salary with changes in job satisfaction,

When salary and satisfaction moved in opposite directions, either the faculty

members had taken a lower salary than before in exchange for more of a desirable

job trait or the employer had to pay a higher salary to compensate for the fact

the new job had less of certain desirable characteristics. However,

,4y4y-ryy m.9.-,offs

Insert Table 4 here

between salary and job satisfaction; that is, most people who changed jobs either

improved their salaries as well as other aspects of satisfaction, accepted

jobs inferior in both monetary and nonmonetary terms, or did not experience any

change.

In each major- fieldfjob -trait cell of Table 4, there are two percentages.

The first the share of all respondents in that field whose job change resulted

lary but greater tisfaction with that particular aspect of their

jobs. The second figure is the share faculty members whose salary rose while

satisfaction declined. Grants economists might infer that the first number in

each cell is the proportion of people who made grants when changing jobs and

that the second is the proportion of faculty members who received grants.

noted earlier, whether these figures represent grants or tradtiorai economic

market responses is a semantic issue. lh case, it appears that some sort

e four choices regarding satisfaction with the current job and

the pr job: very satisfied, satisfied, marginally satisfied, not satis-

fied. Clearly, if the previous job was "marginally" and the current job "very,"

an increase in satisfaction was indicated. Three categories were developed:

increased, remained the sa1ie, and decreased. However, when no increase was pos-
sible because an individual was very satisfied on both jobs, this was considered

equivalent to an increase. That is, the "increased" category includes both
increasers and those who had no potential for increase; the same goes for the
"decreased" category

19
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Table 4
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of tradeoff between salary and overall job satisfaction was evidenced by 23 pei

cent of all mobile faculty members in the sample.

For all fields combined, it appears that salary was moat frequently traded

for opportunities for creativity and use of training, more autonomy and inde-

pendence and more challenge. The job trait traded off least frequently for lower

salary bras quality of students. When receiving higher salaries on their ne. va jobs,

the respondents most often gave up some satisfaction with the resources to get the

job done, teaching load, quality of students, internal politics, outside visibility,

and prestige of employer. Yet, in all these cases, a relatively small proportion

the sample experienced tradeoffs. Indeed, below, Table 5 reveals that for the

ample as a whole there was a significant positive relationship between salary

change and change in satisfaction with resources to get the job done. This con-

sistert with the Table 4 result that only 23 percent experienced a tradeoff between

salary and satisfaction with this aspect of their jobs.

There was most trading between salary and overall job satisfaction among faculty

members in the fields of physics, chemistry, and psychology. The fields in which

faculty were most likely to trade salary for overall job satisfaction were chemistry,

and mt=.4
4a g wu

most likely to give up overall job satisfaction for higher salaries.

Table 4 enables detailed examination of the most frequent tradeoffs in speci-

fic fields. In biology, faculty members most frequently traded prestige of employer

for higher salaries. Chemists and civil engineers most often gave up salary for

creative opportunities. Mathematics faculty fncers ,,quirod higher salaries when

student quality was inferior. The reader can take note of the frequency o_

tradeoffs of interest.

In summary, it appears that some faculty members did trade salary for j

with better opportunities for intellectual and creative development whereas they

demanded more salary if required to forego benefits generally associated with more

then
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prestigious institutions (visibility, good students These findings imply that

faculty members who move to lower-quality, less research-intensive institutions

might require higher pay. These institutions have to pay higher salaries to persuade

faculty members to accept less of these desirable traits it jobs. However,

only a small number of job traits for which incthere are traded; and less

than one quarter of the mobile faculty members indicated their last job change had

involved any salary tradeoff with job satisfaction in either direction. Although

one quarter of the respondents said they would move anywhere for an extremely satis-

fying job, very few (16 percent) actually had accepted lower salaries for jobs with

tain potentially satisfying attributes. If the same credence is given to the

responses to the hypothetical mobility questions discussed earlier and to the evidence

on changes in satisfaction which resulted from the last job change, it seems that

locational factors are more important than joh traits.

Multivariable Analysis

Multiple regressions were run to find correlates with the percentage change in

salary between the previous and current job and with current salary level. Table 5

provides simple correlations and beta coefficients for factors thought to be asso-

Insert Table 5 here

ciated with salary level and salary change. Most interesting of the independent

variables are those which show how various aspects of job satisfaction changed as

income changed, when other job traits and certain, background factors were controlled.

Indicators of a change in satisfaction 16 job characteristics could

entered the regresilon if any indicator had had a statistically sign ant relation-

*

ship with the dependent variable. However, only five of these indicators of

*In addition to the five aspects listed under "Changes in Satisfaction" in
Table 5, the following factors could have entered if their F-ratio was equal to or

greater than 3.5: Opportunity for scholarly pursuits, Opportunity to use training

or schooling, Internal politics, Working conditions, Status, Autonomy and independence,

Conaenial work relationships, Competence of colleagues, Visibility for jobs in other

institutions/organizations, Challenge, .and Prestige of employer.
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Table 5

Regressions on Percentage Change in Salary and on Salary Level

Percentage Change in Salary Actual Salary

Simple
Correlation

S

Correlation

Background

Sex .010 .020-
a

-.166 -.097

Selectivity (graduate school) .033 .0048 .108 .022
a

Engineering field -.031 , -.0528 .119 .148

Social science field .035 -.035-
a

.075 .062

Years since Ph.D. -.012 -.252 .660 .544

Job history
b

Salary .167 .259

Other income difference (percentages) .350 ..317 .091 .087

Could have stayed (last job) -.057 -.133 .243 .138

Last position tenured .119 .137 .492 .144

Satisfied with career progress to date .303 .248

Changes in job perception

Satisfied with career progress to date .121 .118 .185 -.110

My job fits my long-range goals -.048 -.118 .072 -.077

Glad I had the graduate education I did -.043 -.066

Changes in satisfaction with

Opportunity for creativity -.036 -.093

Rnseltirr!or4 to ern ^b done .071

Variety in activities .123 .055

Policy-making power .100 .087

Job security .140 .065

Job believed to be nontraditional .140 .065

R2 .225 .587

N 726 726

Note: Variables which might have entered the regression equation but did not: ( ) agree-
ment with the following perceptions of the current job: my job offers good future prospects .

for further advancement, my job fits my long-range goals, my skills are fully utilized in my
job, I received job training inappropriate for the actual requirements of my job, I am glad
I had the graduate education I did; (2) changes between previous and current jobs in the fol-
lowing perceptions: opportunity for scholarly pursuits, opportunity to use my training or
schooling, internal politics, working conditions (hours, location), status, autonomy and
independence, congenial work relationships, competence of colleagues, visibility for jobs at
other institutions/organizations, challenge, prestige of employer.

`tot significant at .05 level

b
Not allowed to enter equation
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satisfaction did enter the regressions, and in four of these cases the coefficients

had positive signs.

Salary changes were positively correlated with changes in satisfaction

with resources to get the job done and with policy-making power. Apparently

a salary increase is accompanied by more other resources and by greater power.

There also were positive correlations between salary level and changes in

satisfaction with job security. Clearly, the more highly

probably have tenure, can teach a

t-ifmpnrct

e varied set of courses, and get involved

in other activities around the university.

In only one case was a tradeoff revealed. There was a negative coefficient

on the change in satisfaction with opportunities for creativity in the salary-

change regression. This negative coefficient confirms a tradeoff demonstrated

by earlier sts: -21-d t-L salary increases are significantly associated with

less satisfaction with opportunities for creativity. Faculty members require

higher salaries to have jobs with less creativity or would take less salary

if more creativity were available on the new job.

These findings hold true after controlling for broad field groups, sex

aspects job history, current job situation, and perceptions of current and

prior job. In the final step of the regression, no field or background va

abler were significantly related to salary change, although the number of

years since the Ph.D. was negatively related. Probably younger faculty members

with lower salaries and increasing productivity, get higher percentage raises.

most of the job-history and current-job indicators had the expected effects,

Interestingly, those obtaining larger salary increases were likely to feel their

new jobs were less in line with their long-range goals than were those receiving

smaller salary incre

long-run potential.

Perhaps salary had to compensate for jobs with low
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A fairly high proportion of individual differences in salary level is

explained by the variables in the second regression. All the background

variables are as predicted in a standard human-capital model (Solmon, 1975):

Women earn less; older faculty

science faculty members earn me

the selectivity of the graduate

embers earn more; engineering and social

re than their hard science colleagues. However,

school does not affect earnings, as it has

in other studies. It might be that for faculty members the quality of the

graduate school affects the quality of the employer but not necessarily salary.

It is also interesting that those who teach but regard their jobs as nontradi-

tional tend to earn more. This finding nay mean that faculty members in

professional schools get higher salaries.

Conclusion

This study has been able to identify factors said to be important in

mobility decisions. Surprisingly, neither potential salary increase

mobility for family reasons is Geographical preferences appear to

be important, more important than salary to many faculty members.

In terms of actual job changes, there seems to be some tradeoffs of

salary for other desirable job traits. High levels of institutional prestige,

opportunity for croatiVitY.and scholarly pursuits, and autonomy are character-

ics for which faculty members will sacrifice income. They will require

higher salaries alley amounts of these traits exist. Clearly, faculty

members are not motivated exclusively by money. Yet in most cases, desirable

jobs provide both high salarjes and large amounts of nonmonetary benefits.

Whether the psychic returns which these nonsalary job benefits provide are an

economic quid quo pro or are reasons for grants to and by faculty members is

a definitional matter.
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